Innovation to Improve Human Health in the Pandemic

2021 SAPA-NE and SAPA-CT Joint Annual Conference
ZOOM WEBINAR

Session: Global R&D Trends

Jin Wu Zang, Ph.D.
I-MAB, Founder and Chairman
I-Mab’s Journey for Innovative Medicine

Chang Chun Xiao, Ph.D.
Sanofi, China Research Head
Sanofi Institute for Biomedical Institute: a new journey

Yun Fu Hu, Ph.D.
Genentech Health, CMO
Former Deputy Division Director of FDA
Demystifying COVID-19

Zhinan, Ying, Ph.D.
Jinan University, Dean and Professor
Gamma delta T cells: From basic to clinic

Pearl Huang, Ph.D.
Cygnal Therapeutics
President and CEO
TBD

Session: Genomic Medicine

Catherine O’Riordan, Ph.D.
Sanofi, GMU translational head
Gene Therapy for Genetic Diseases

Dinesh Bangari, Ph.D.
Sanofi, Global Head Pathology
The Promise and Pitfalls of Animal Models for Genomic Drug Discovery

Jeremy S Duffield, MD, PhD, FRCP
CSO, Prime Medicine
Delivering on the Promise of Prime Editing: a next generation gene editing technology

Miles A Miller, PhD
Harvard/MGH Professor
Probing spatial pharmacology through imaging the tumor microenvironment

Session: Innovative Research, AI and Bioimaging

Wei Zheng, Ph.D.
Moderna, Director of computational Bio Tracking, assessing and predicting SAR-COVID-2 variants of concern

Qiu Yu, Ph.D.
Sanofi, Digital Biologies Leader
Learning a language spoken by nature: Protein language model, a useful tool for protein engineering

Shuyan Du, Ph.D.
HMS, Executive Director
Imaging based assessment in NASH

Jerome Liang, Ph.D.
Stony Brook Institute for AI, Professor
Computed Tomography: A potential screening method for not only early detection but also diagnosis of colorectal cancer

Jason Cai, Ph.D.
Yale, Professor
Seeing is believing: PET ligands as biomarkers in CNS drug discovery

Lunch Session: Life Science Investment Forum

Lily Asia Venture

Vida Venture

This conference is FREE for SAPA members, so join SAPA membership NOW!
For non-members:
• Register by Sep 30: Students $5, Professionals $10
• Register after Oct 1: Students $10, Professionals $20
To see more details, please check our website:
http://www.sapa-ct.org/sapa-ct-2021-annual-meeting-register